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iPad2 Parody
By Eskild E. Fors and Anders Overgaard

Hi __________________. Today I will be _____________________ the
__________________

product

from

Apple

the

iPad

2.

Now…

the

_______________ you've all __________________________ for… This is what it
__________________. It can do just __________________ anything the original
iPad 1 ____________________. But __________ you can see _______________
a lot bigger ________________. It's __________________, and it has a lot of new
__________________ I will be _______________________ in this review.
So let's __________________. The __________________ is here. The big
________________ is that it __________________ real fast. Here we go. As you
can see the __________________ is very much __________________, and the
_____________________ works as well ______________. __________________
at some of the ____________ features. If you __________________ photos, a new
really good feature is that it can _______________ edit your ________________,
and it's _____________________________. So it's like… if I have this picture and
I say “__________________, __________________, _______________, _______
hat, _____________________”. So you see it automatically __________________
the photos. So that's __________________.
Let's __________________ and __________________ the new iTunes. The
interface is _____________________ the same __________ the old one, but it has
a really ______________________where it automatically __________________
good music and _______________ bad music. And if you __________________
_________ Justin Bieber, it will ____________________ self-_______________ .
But __________________ really cool _____________ with the iPad 2 is that it can
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take __________________, so it _____________ it a lot easier to _____________
your music. Let's __________________. The __________________ loudspeakers
are __________________ very good. Let's __________________ the volume. So
the __________________ are so good and there's a function where you can
________ the _______________ as _____________.
Another

cool

function

is

the

built-in

__________________

(camera).

________________ does it take magnificent photos, but it __________________
in ____________________________________ . (Write out in letters as well.)
Photo! In ______________ it can __________________ your movies. It puts on
_____________, music, __________________ and does everything for you so it
________________________ . So __________________ Anders is filming me.
This is just a __________________, and I'm wearing ______________________ .
So let's see __________________ . Yep. This is also _______________________.
Play. You can ____________________________ a lot of different ___________
like __________________ or __________________ or __________________.
Pause. Initiate outside __________________. And ______________.
You can also use it with _____________, which makes it very _______________
as a

______________ . Hello. Oh hi Anders, __________________ . The

__________________ looking good. And the __________________ you can use
it ________________________________. ______________ cool function is that
it comes with a lot of _________________. _______________ you some of my
_____________. The ___________________. The _________________. Is
anyone _____________ ? The _________________ . The __________________.
__________________—very
__________________.

OK.

_________________________.

practical

when

__________________.

__________________
The

my

remote.

__________________.

The
The
Train

_________________. ____________ harder. _____________ harder. Study
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harder. __________________ harder. Press harder. The _______________ . So
__________________ here what the iPad 2 __________________. I'll give it five
__________________ five apples. __________________ visit apple.com for more
__________________ about the iPad2.
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